
External email

Hello,

Please find my updated comments in regards to this application below:

I note that they are appealing on the basis of another application nearby. The situation of the
other application although not far away is completely different. The property they are looking
to refurbish is directly adjacent to my property. As you enter Wemyss Place Mews there is an
enclosed area with residential properties being owner occupied or long term lets on either side
of the row which would all be impacted by having a short term let in situ. The
development that they are comparing against is not in the same area being further along and
outside of visibility and area of the main residential square and alongside current parking and
offices. 

I would note that no effort has been made to discuss or engage with me with regards to the
application despite being a neighbour that would be most impacted, and given my previous
comments and the subsequent rejection I would have thought they would at least try to
discuss the application with me or assuage my concerns. As it is I do not wish to have a short
term let directly next door to me for reasons previously outlined and given previous
experience living near them.

Thanks & regards,

Eric

On Tue, 7 Nov 2023 at 10:22, <localreviewbody@edinburgh.gov.uk> wrote:
Please See Attached This email is to inform you that a local review has been received for a
planning application that you commented on .

**********************************************************************
This email and files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended for the sole use of
the individual or organisation to whom they are addressed.
If you have received this eMail in error please notify the sender immediately and delete it
without using, copying, storing, forwarding or disclosing its contents to any other person.
The Council has endeavoured to scan this eMail message and attachments for computer
viruses and will not be liable for any losses incurred by the recipient.
**********************************************************************

https://summary.uk.defend.egress.com/v3/summary?ref=email&crId=65534bf951582a9e871de588&lang=en
mailto:localreviewbody@edinburgh.gov.uk




External email

First time sender

Dear Ms Bellhouse

Ref: 
Name: Signature Pubs Ltd.
Site: 4 Wemyss Place Mews Edinburgh EH3 6DN
Description: Change of use from office to apartment hotel unit, new exhaust vents. Planning
Application: 23/01733/FUL

Thank you for forwarding the comment from Eric.  We do appreciate his concerns, in this situation
we can only reiterate the facts that were noted in our Request for Review Statement:  

there is an existing precedence within the area for an approved short term let property
(22/01636/FUL).  8-9 Albyn Place was approved for a change of use to short term use
apartments.  Two of the units in this building and the parking will be only accessible from the
Mews.  Unfortunately, it seems that Eric is not aware of this approved application based on
his comments at the end of paragraph one.   
The proposal for 4 Wemyss Place Mews will be a unit for The Rutland Hotel with the parent
company, Signature Pubs Ltd directly behind it.  The Rutland Hotel successfully manages
high end apartment hotel units on Rutland Street which is also a mixed
residential/commercial area.    

I trust you find the above satisfactory.  We look forward to hearing from you soon.

Regards 

Kenneth Brangman
Part II Architectural Assistant
 

 
Ian Forbes Architect Ltd
The Station Masters Office
Dalmeny Station
South Queensferry
EH30 9JP

https://summary.uk.defend.egress.com/v3/summary?ref=email&crId=6572e411a56cc0a382697d6c&lang=en
https://summary.uk.defend.egress.com/v3/summary?ref=email&crId=6572e411a56cc0a382697d6c&lang=en







PLANNING  AND TRANSPORT


Ian Forbes Architects.
FAO: Ian Forbes
The Station Masters Office
Dalmeny Station
South Queensferry
EH30 9JP


Signature Pubs Ltd.
FAO: Nic Wood
6 Albyn Place
Edinburgh
EH2 4NL


Date: 27 November 2023


Our Ref: 23/00219/REVREF


Dear Sir/Madam


TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (SCOTLAND) ACT 1997 AS AMENDED BY THE 
PLANNING ETC. (SCOTLAND) ACT 2006


LOCAL REVIEW BODY – FURTHER REPRESENTATIONS


Name: Signature Pubs Ltd.
Site: 4 Wemyss Place Mews Edinburgh EH3 6DN
Description: Change of use from office to apartment hotel unit, new exhaust vents.
Planning Application: 23/01733/FUL


Please find attached further written representations received relating to the above review. 
Any comments on these must be returned to the address below within 14 days of receipt of 
this notification.


Local Review body
City of Edinburgh Planning Local Review Body
Waverley Court – Business Unit G2
4 East Market Street
Edinburgh, EH8 8BG


Or email to localreviewbody@edinburgh.gov.uk


Yours sincerely


Gina Bellhouse
Gina Bellhouse
Planning Advisor
Local Review Body 



localreviewbody@edinburgh.gov.uk





City Of Edinburgh Council


View, track or comment on planning applications made to the City of Edinburgh 
Council from your own PC.  Go to: www.edinburgh.gov.uk/planning



http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/planning






External email


Hello,


Please find my updated comments in regards to this application below:


I note that they are appealing on the basis of another application nearby. The situation of the
other application although not far away is completely different. The property they are looking
to refurbish is directly adjacent to my property. As you enter Wemyss Place Mews there is an
enclosed area with residential properties being owner occupied or long term lets on either side
of the row which would all be impacted by having a short term let in situ. The
development that they are comparing against is not in the same area being further along and
outside of visibility and area of the main residential square and alongside current parking and
offices. 


I would note that no effort has been made to discuss or engage with me with regards to the
application despite being a neighbour that would be most impacted, and given my previous
comments and the subsequent rejection I would have thought they would at least try to
discuss the application with me or assuage my concerns. As it is I do not wish to have a short
term let directly next door to me for reasons previously outlined and given previous
experience living near them.


Thanks & regards,


Eric


On Tue, 7 Nov 2023 at 10:22, <localreviewbody@edinburgh.gov.uk> wrote:
Please See Attached This email is to inform you that a local review has been received for a
planning application that you commented on .


**********************************************************************
This email and files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended for the sole use of
the individual or organisation to whom they are addressed.
If you have received this eMail in error please notify the sender immediately and delete it
without using, copying, storing, forwarding or disclosing its contents to any other person.
The Council has endeavoured to scan this eMail message and attachments for computer
viruses and will not be liable for any losses incurred by the recipient.
**********************************************************************
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Tel: 0131 331 1041

 
Company Registration number 540379   Edinburgh
 
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail!
This email and any attachments transmitted with it are confidential and is intended solely for the person or organisation
to whom it is addressed. If you have received this in error please notify the sender and delete it from your system. It is
the responsibility of the recipient to check this message and any attached files for viral contamination. Ian
Forbes Architect Ltd will not be liable for any damages or consequential loss suffered by the recipient as a result
of opening the message or attached files.

Begin forwarded message:

23/01733/FUL | 23/00219/REVREF | 4 Wemyss Place Mews, Edinburgh,
EH3 6DN

Please find attached further representation pertaining to the above local
review.

Regards
Local Review Body

**********************************************************************
This email and files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended
for the sole use of the individual or organisation to whom they are
addressed.
If you have received this eMail in error please notify the sender
immediately and delete it without using, copying, storing, forwarding or
disclosing its contents to any other person.
The Council has endeavoured to scan this eMail message and attachments
for computer viruses and will not be liable for any losses incurred by the
recipient.
**********************************************************************
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